Endorsers of the GLU* resolution to stop the shipment of radioactive steam generators from the Bruce Nuclear Complex through the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence:

Aboriginal Organizations.

*** Anishinabek First Nation, Union of Ontario Indians – Ontario, Canada
*** Batchewana First Nation – Ontario, Canada
*** Dokis First Nation – French River, Ontario, Canada
*** Indigenous Environmental Network (IEN) – Bemidji, Minnesota, USA
*** Maritime Aboriginal Peoples’ Council – Nova Scotia, Canada
*** Nipissing First Nation – Garden Village, Ontario, Canada
*** Wikwemikong Unceded Indian Reserve No. 26 – Wikwemikong, Ontario, Canada

Local Municipal Authorities.

*** Corporation of la Ville de Forestville – Forestville, Quebec, Canada
*** City of Windsor – Windsor, Ontario, Canada
*** Municipality of Batiscan – Batiscan, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Beaumont – Beaumont, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Lanoraie – Lanoraie, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Laurier-Station – Laurier-Station, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Leclercville – Leclercville, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Lyster – Lyster, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of la Paroisse-de-Saint-Antonin – Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Alexis-de-Matapédia – Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Sainte-Flavie – Sainte-Flavie, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Germain de Grantham – Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Gilles – Saint-Gilles, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Guy – Saint-Guy, Quebec, Canada
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*** Municipality of Saint-Hélène – Saint-Hélène, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Jean-Port-Joli – Saint-Jean-Port-Joli, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Louis-de-Blandford – Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Sainte-Marie de Blandford – Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Mathieu-de-Rioux – Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Saint-Vallier – Saint-Vallier, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of Val-Brillant – Val-Brillant, Quebec, Canada
*** Municipality of la Village du Price – la Village du Price, Quebec, Canada
*** Regional Municipality of the County d’Avignon (MRC) – Quebec, Canada
*** Regional Municipality of the County of Pierre de Saurel (MRC) – Quebec, Canada
*** UK and Ireland Nuclear Free Local Authorities – Manchester, England, UK
*** Village of Tadoussac – Tadoussac, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville d’Amqui – Amqui, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Dégelis – Dégelis, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Cap-Santé – Cap-Santé, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Kingsley Falls – Kingsley Falls, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de La Malbaie – La Malbaie, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Métis-sur-Mer – Métis-sur-Mer, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de la Pocatière – la Pocatière, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Rivière-du-Loup – Rivière-du-Loup, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Sainte-Florence – Sainte-Florence, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Sainte-Joseph-de-Sorel – Sainte-Joseph-de-Sorel, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Sorel-Tracy – Sorel-Tracy, Quebec, Canada
*** Ville de Trois-Pistoles – Trois-Pistoles, Quebec, Canada
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**Professional Organizations.**

*** Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE) – Toronto, Ontario.
*** Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA) – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
*** Médecins pour la Survie Mondiale – Canada
*** International Institute of Concern for Public Health (IICPH) – Toronto, Ontario
*** Physicians for Global Survival – Canada
*** Science for Peace – Toronto, Ontario, Canada

**Peace and Social Justice Organizations.**

*** Committee of Progressive Pakistani Canadians (CPPC) – Ontario, Canada
*** Council of Canadians – Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
*** Cumberland Countians for Peace & Justice – Pleasant Hill, Tennessee, USA
*** General Electric Stockholders Alliance – Tucson, Arizona, USA
*** Home for Peace & Justice – Saginaw, Michigan, USA
*** Flemish Centre for Indigenous People – Sint Niklass, Belgium
*** Mothers for Peace Action Committee – San Luis Obispo, California, USA
*** Ottawa Council of Women – Ottawa, Canada
*** Provincial Council of Women of Ontario – Ontario, Canada
*** Toronto Raging Grannies – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
*** Tri City Action for Peace – Saginaw, Michigan, USA
*** Voice of Women for Peace – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
*** Voices for Earth Justice – Southfield, Michigan, USA
*** Women for Peace – Helsinki, Finland
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Environmental Organizations.

*** Association de Protection de l'Environnement des Hautes-Laurentides (APEHL)
*** Bruce Peninsula Environment Group – Lion’s Head, Ontario, Canada.
*** Bring Urban Recycling to Nashville (BURNT) – Nashville, Tennessee, USA
*** Citizens for Alternatives to Chemical Contamination – Lake, Michigan, USA
*** Citizens for Environmental Protection (C4EP) – Southern Michigan, USA
*** Citizens for Renewable Energy – Lion’s Head, Ontario, Canada
*** Citizens’ Environmental Alliance – Windsor, Ontario, Canada
*** Coalition for a Clean Green Saskatchewan – Saskatchewan, Canada
*** Don’t Waste Michigan – Holland, Michigan, USA
*** Great Lakes United – Canada-USA
*** Greenspiration – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
*** Indonesian Green Union / SareKal Hijau Indonesia – Jakarta, Indonesia
*** Lone Tree Council – Midland, Michigan, USA
*** Mouvement vert Mauricie (MvM) – St.-Mathieu-du-Parc, Québec, Canada.
*** North America Water Office – Lake Elmo, Minnesota, USA
*** Northwatch – Northern Ontario, Canada
*** Peace River Environmental Society – Peace River, Alberta, Canada
*** Reseau québécois des groupes écologistes – Quebec, Canada.
*** Sustainable Energy Watch – Paris, France
*** Terra Foundation – San Luis Obispo, California, USA
*** Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy – Toledo, Ohio, USA
*** West Athabasca Bioregional Society – Hinton, Alberta, Canada
*** Wisconsin Resource Protection Council – La Crosse, Wisconsin, USA
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*Nuclear Watchdog Organizations.*

*** Baltic Sea Region Radioactivity Watch – Denmark
*** Beyond Nuclear – Takoma Park, Maryland, USA
*** Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility (CCNR) – Montreal, Quebec, Canada
*** Citizens Against Nuclear Development – Grimshaw, Alberta, Canada
*** Citizens Resistance at Fermi Two – Monroe, Michigan, USA
*** Citizens to End Nuclear Dumping in Tennessee – Tennessee, USA
*** Coalition for a Nuclear-Free Alberta – Peace River, Alberta, Canada
*** Coalition for a Nuclear-Free Great Lakes – Monroe, Michigan, USA
*** Community Coalition Against Mining Uranium – Ontario, Canada
*** Concerned Citizens of Manitoba – Manitoba, Canada
*** Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County – Pembroke, Ontario, Canada
*** Families Against Radiation Exposure – Port Hope, Canada
*** Folkkampanjen mot Karnkraft Karnvapen – Stockholm, Sweden
*** Indonesian Antinuclear Society / MANUSIA – Jakarta, Indonesia
*** Inter-Church Uranium Committee Educational Co-op – Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
*** Mouvement sortons le Québec du nucléaire (MSQN) – Québec, Canada.
*** Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force – Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
*** No Nukes Saskatchewan – Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.
*** Nuclear Energy Information Service – Chicago, Illinois, USA
*** Nuclear Free Finland – Helsinki, Finland
*** Nuclear Information and Resource Service – Takoma Park, Maryland, USA
*** Nuclear Watch South – Savannah, Georgia, USA
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*** Nuke Watch – Luck, Wisconsin, USA

*** Port Hope Health Concerns Committee – Port Hope, Ontario, Canada

*** Regroupement pour la surveillance du nucléaire (RSN) – Canada

*** Réseau "Sortir du Nucléaire" / French Nuclear Phaseout Network – France

*** Sept-Îles sans Uranium (SISUR) – Sept-Îles, Quebec, Canada

*** Swedish Environmental Movements’ Nuclear Waste Secretariat – Sweden

*** Women Against Nuclear Power – Finland

*** World Information Service on Energy (WISE) – Amsterdam, Netherlands.
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